GETTING STARTED

Glass Break Sensor

The Glass Break Sensor is ideal for securing any room with multiple windows, by detecting the unique sound frequency of breaking glass.

1. Select a spot between 4 and 20 feet from the window or windows you wish to protect.

2. If you’re adhering your Glass Break Sensor to a wall or ceiling, make sure the surface area is clean and dry. *(Note: You can also set the sensor on a shelf.)*

3. Once you’ve removed the wax backing from the adhesive, press the sensor firmly against the wall or ceiling for 30 seconds.

---

Do Not: Place the sensor in any of the following areas: directly on a window; in a stairwell; near an air vent; in a room smaller than 100 square feet; in rooms with excessive white noise (i.e. fans or other persistent appliance); or in high-humidity areas.

---

NEED HELP? WWW.FRONTPOINT.COM/HELP